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                                                                                                                 TEST 4 
 
1- I am very angry ......... Louise ......... making me wait over 

an hour  in the rain! 
 

A) about/from  B) of/with C) with/for                   
D) at/through  E) to/about 
 

2- Although the last speaker touched ........ some very 
important issues, the audience was too tired to listen to 
him ........ sufficient enthusiasm. 

 
A) down/on  B) for/in  C) about/at                  
D) on/with  E) to/as 
 

3- ....... the economic crisis, small shops are closing ....... 
one  
after another every day. 
 
A) Due to/down B) For/in  C) Since/to 
D) In spite of/into  E) 
Owing to/for 
 

4- When their supply of food ........ the explorers had to be  
satisfied with what they could find in the forest. 
 
A) H ooded in  B) got off  C)broke down             
D) turned up  E) ran out 

 
5- Usually Jerome has trouble getting up ....... time ....... 

work. 
 

A) at/to  B) in/for  C) on/from                   
D) over/at  E) for/into 
 

6- My mother doesn't hire a professional cleaning lady, so 
she ........ herself  ........ doing the housework on her own. 

 
A) cuts/down  B) gives/up C) breaks/out              
D) puts/on  E) wears/out 
 

7- I'm sure with those funny clothes, you'll certainly 
........ at the party! 

 
A) count on  B) come round C) see off                      
D) stand out  E) put through 
 

8- The police are still searching the area ....... the prisoners 
who escaped ....... the county prison two days ago. 

 
A) by/over  B) like/with C)in/with  
D) for/from  E) over/into 
 

9- Everybody burst........ laughing when he entered the 
room with those funny trousers ........ . 

 
A) from/in B) out/on          C) with/around
  
D) Into/for E) by/with 
 

10- I don't want to watch the news while having dinner 
because all those bloody war and accident scenes ........ 
me ........ my dinner. 

 
A) cross/out  B) hold/up           C) break/down            
D) get/back  E) put/off 
 
 
 
 

11- The low demand ...... their new product forced the 
company to bring its price ....... . 

 
A) by/out  B) to/up  C) for/down                  
D) on/along  E) with/in 
 

12- Bob took shelter ....... a tree ........ last night's thunder 
storm. However, it was a silly thing to do, because he 
might have been killed by lightning. 
 
A) under/during B) around/with  
C) between/in  D) on/within    
E) below/since 
 

13- We were asked to ....... our cigarettes ....... before we 
entered the hall. 
 
A) put/out B) call/off  
C) knock/down        D) take/over E) turn/off 
 

14- Humans have always been interested ....... and benefited 
....... the animals around them. 

 
A) to/with B) of/into C) with/for                
D) by/to E) in/from 
 

15- The publishers .......... Julian's book on the grounds that 
it lacked excitement.  

 
A) brought out B) turned down C) made up 
D) counted on  E) crossed out 
 

16- Supporters of nuclear energy argue that such power 
stations should be built so that we are not dependent 
........ coal........ the main source of energy. 

 
A) with/on  B) in/over C) on/as                         
D) into/from  E) for/like 
 

17- A sensible approach ....... weight loss is to begin with a 
medical check-up and to get an exercise program ....... a 
doctor. 
 
A) in/for  B) for/by  C) to/from                    
D) from/with  E) over/through 
 

18- It is only the tip of an iceberg which is seen ....... the 
water. Most of it lies ....... the surface. 

 
A) into/past  B) above/below C) in/inside 
D) about/on   E) 
up/beneath 
 

19- The guide pointed the tower out to the tourists as he 
continued to tell them ....... its history, and then led them 
....... it. 

 
A) about/into  B) from/for C) around/up           
D) in/from  E) on/towards 
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20- The cost of punishing your child by such means ....... 
sending him to bed or depriving him ........ meals may be 
a complete breakdown in the child's relationship with 
you. 

 
A) to/from  B) from/for C) by/about              
D) as/of  E) through/with 
 

21- The mountaineers have been warned that the weather 
....... the mountains ....... this time of year is very 
changeable. 

 
A) from/for  B) on/in  C) of/around               
D) at/until  E) in/at 
 

22- Some government officials were accused .......... 
misusing public funds. 

 
A) with  B) for  C) of                              
D) over  E) about 
 

23- Lucy tore the letter ....... small pieces and threw it ........ 
the rubbish bin. 
 
A) with/through        B)  from/towards C) along/at
  
D) Into/Into            E) for/across 
 

24- 'The Lonely Crowd', ........ the author David Riesman, is 
a famous book which looks at the question of how 
different character types developed ........ the middle-
class American population. 

 
A) from/between B) by/among C) for/on 
D) with/about  E) about/upon 
 

25- His car stopped just at the railway crossing, and there 
was a train coming ....... the bend, so he had no 
alternative but to get....... the car and abandon it. 

 
A) across/from B) from/into  
C) through/off D) round/out of  E) along/on 
 

26- In his dream, Peter was sitting ....... the summit of a 
huge mountain, with horrible monsters all....... him. 
 
A) to/through  B) in/from C) on/about                
D) from/against E) at/around 
 

27- ...... 199O, a six-man international team completed the 
221-day, 3770-mile trek ....... Antarctica, from west to 
east, using dog sleds. 
 
A) About/in  B) From/about C) In/across 
D) Since/along  E) On/through 
 

28- When wild animals are placed ....... captivity, they begin 
to behave quite differently ....... how they do in the wild. 
 
A) in/from B) for/as  C) with/about          
D) among/for E) to/than 
 
 
 
 
 

29- Worldwide, the International Union for Conservation of 
Nature and Natural Resources keeps track ....... species 
threatened ....... extinction. 
 
A) from/on  B) to/into C) with/from                
D) of/with  E) about/out of 
 

30- Marion Brando, regarded ........ one of the most powerful 
actors in the history of cinema, has been awarded two 
Academy awards ....... best actor. 

 
A) in/with  B) for/in  C) with/as                   
D) as/for  E) among/from 
 

31- His mother tried everything to deter him ....... joining the 
army, but she couldn't succeed ....... changing his mind. 

 
A) from/in  B) to/about C) into/from                 
D) for/to  E) about/over 
 

32- Raphael set fire ....... his shirt........ accident as he was 
trying to light the barbecue. 
 
A) at/with B) to/by  C) about/in                  
D) into/for E) In/through 
 

33- Wine is made ....... pressing grapes and then fermenting 
the juice ....... wooden casks. 

 
A) from/on B) to/within C) for/along             
D) with/off E) by/in 
 

34- Thomas Edison is best known ....... inventing the light 
bulb, but he made several other inventions apart....... 
that. 

 
A) about/with B) as/for C) for/from                
D) by/amongst E) with/alongside 

 
35- ........ December 12th, 1991, Abuja became the new 

capital ........ Nigeria. 
 
A) In/in  B) By/with C) On/of                       
D) From/into  E) Since/on 
 

36- We tried to listen ........ their conversation ........ being 
seen by anyone. 
 
A) about/by  B) for/from C) in/against               
D) to/without  E) from/unlike 
 

37- Sophie missed several classes because she was in bed 
...... flu, so it took a while before she caught up ....... 
the rest of the class again. 
 
A) from/on  B) with/with C) under/to                  
D) during/among E) for/in 
 

38- Many guests complained ....... the lack ......... 
adequate heating in the hotel. 
 
A) to/from  B) with/about C) in/below                 
D) about/of  E) for/in 
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39- The book is divided ....... three sections, each 
devoted to one of the categories the author wanted to 
focus 

 
A) in/with B) to/at  C) for/in                       
D) from/to E) into/on 
 

40- Cathy is ....... a lot of stress these days because she's 
been promoted ....... manager. 

 
A) in/for B) with/by  
C) within/onto          D) under/to  
E) among/with 
 

41- One of the most serious crimes ....... sea is mutiny; 
that is, the willful refusal to obey the person, usually 
the captain, ....... authority. 
 
A) in/of  B) at/in  C) by/from                  
D) over/among  E) with/by 
 

42-I hope you'll forgive me ........ being so late, but I've been 
held ....... by heavy traffic. 
 
A) as/for  B) with/on C) for/up                     
D) on/about  E) in/from 
 

43- Atmospheric conditions, particularly changes ....... the 
weather and their effects ...... the Earth, are the 
subject of meteorology. 

 
A) in/on  B) on/with C) within/by                
D) at/in  E) from/for 
 

44- The Italian fashion designer Giorgio Armani is largely 
responsible ...... making Milan ....... a centre of global 
fashion. 

 
A) in/for  B) on/by  C) into/with                 
D) for/into  E) with/in 
 

45- Cynthia sent the letter ...... airmail because she wanted 
it to arrive ...... three days or so. 
 
A) on/in  B) with/on C) for/after                  
D) onto/at  E) by/within 
 

46- Martin had never really ...... his mother-in-law, and when 
he decided to move his family out of the country, the 
situation got even worse and she wouldn't even talk to 
him. 
 
A) caught a glimpse of  B) made sense of 
C) kept an eye on  D) got on with 
E) put pressure on 
 

47- The Central Intelligence Agency, known as the CIA 
.......... plays a major role in third world politics. 

 
A) at least  B) by all means C) from now on 
D) for short                       E) at length 
 
 
 
 
 

48- Finger painting was originally intended as a means of  
developing the imaginative and artistic powers of young 
children, but it has become a hobby ........ people ........ 
all ages. 
 
A) for/of B) with/at               C) among/from        
D) in/for E) by/in 
 

49- Coral reefs are being destroyed ....... an alarming rate due 
to over-exploitation and the illegal techniques used ........ 
fishermen. 

 
A) to/for B) at/by  C) on/with                    
D) up/from E) in/among 
 

50- The chair collapsed ....... the strain of the big man's 
weight and broke ....... pieces. 

 
A) from/between B) under/into C) about/in 
D) on/through  E) 
by/with 
 

51- The terrorists tried to ......... the embassy but were 
stopped when one of them was caught climbing the 
fence into the embassy's garden. 

 
A) break down B) carry on C) wear out 
D) turn off  E) blow up 
 

52- If Delia ever wants to get out of debt, she'll have to 
....... a lot of luxuries, like eating dinner in 
restaurants every night and 'taking taxis home from 
work instead of buses. 

 
A) grow out of    B) put up with  
C) cut down on D) look into   
E) put aside 
 
 

53- I was really surprised when I........ my elementary 
school teacher on the street in Dubrovnik — we were 
6.OOO miles and 25 years away from the last time 
we saw each other! 
 
A) came round B) ran into C) threw away           
D) called off E) looked out 
 
 

54- I assume ........ what she said that she will be travelling 
....... plane. 

 
A) at/with B) about/in C) on/through 
D) from/by E) out of/on 

 
 
 
55- First, I read ...... the questions quickly and then filled 

...... the answers. 
 
A) through/in  B) about/out C) over/on                    
D) of/from  E) for/between 
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56- Although drawings differ ...... quality, they share a 
common purpose of giving visible form to ideas and 
the artist's feelings ......... them. 

 
A) from/for  B) with/from C) in/about                  
D) about/of  E) between/with 
 

57- In 1996, representatives ........ approximately 6O 
countries signed a United Nations Comprehensive 
Test-Ban Treaty ........ the hope of ending nuclear 
weapons testing. 
 
A) in/along  B) from/in  
C) through/out of D) of/with    
E) around/to 
 

58- I looked ........ the key hole in order to see how many  
people there were 
 
A) at/about  B) for/into C) up/around 
D) after/with  E) through/inside 
 

59- The modern novel appeared ....... the end of the Middle 
Ages ....... the publication of 'Don Quixote' by Miguel de 
Cervantes early in the 16th century. 
 
A) until/for B) since/from C) by/about              
D) In/after E) at/with 
 

60- When we ......... the sea was very calm, but soon it got very 
rough. 

 
A) set out  B) broke in  
C) turned down         D) pulled out   
E) went off 
 

61- Fish are found ....... the sunny surface of the ocean ....... 
to the darkest depths where light never penetrates. 
 
A) into/above  B) in/over C) within/up                
D) under/on  E) from/down 
 

62- The actions of animals are based mainly ....... 
instinct. Human behavior, by contrast, is mostly 
shaped and conditioned by interactions ....... 
individuals or groups. 

 
A) on/between  B) into/among  
C) through/upon D) to/from    
E) beside/for 
 

63- They've changed the pay-day. .......... we'll get paid on 
the fifteenth, not on the first of the month. 
 
A) For instance B) Under control  
C) In a moment D) From now on   
E) In particular 
 

64- The branch of science that deals ....... how living things,  
including humans, are related ....... their surroundings is 
called ecology. 
 
A) on/between B) about/among C) with/to                  
D) to/upon  E) for/by 
 

 

65- Eliminating a species of insect....... using massive 
quantities of a chemical pesticide also may eliminate a 
bird species that depends ........ the insect as a source of 
food. 
 
A) for/to  B) by/upon C) on/towards             
D) with/onto  E) from/with 
 

66- For centuries, London has been subjected to the danger 
of smog, long recognized ........ a potential cause of 
death, especially for those ......... severe respiratory 
ailments. 
 
A) with/around B) for/about  
C) towards/among  D) to/in  E) as/with 
 

67- There is some evidence that extreme levels of noise can 
lead ....... harmful effects ........ human health. 

 
A) to/on  B) from/of C) on/against              
D) with/in  E) upon/with 
 

68- Suddenly the car went ......... control and knocked ......... 
a pedestrian. 

 
A) against/out B) out of/down  
C) without/with D) under/into  
E) in to/against 
 

69- Considered by many the most infamous of the Nazis 
apart from Hitler himself, Heinrich Himmler was in 
charge ....... organising the concentration camps where 
millions of Jews were put to death ........ World War n. 

 
A) with/in B) at/at   
C) to/throughout        D) of/during  
E) along/since 
 

70- I'm sure the boy broke your window ......... accident. He 
can't have done it .......... purpose. 

 
A) through/in  B) with/with C) on/through             
D) out of/with E) by/on 
 

71- A bird does not perspire because, ........ means of the air 
sacs it has, a constant stream of fresh air flows all ........ 
the body. 

 
A) with/over  B) in/across  
C) by/through             D) as/along   
E) through/in 
 

72- Making things ........ hand, the way nearly everything 
was made ........ the Industrial Revolution, today attracts 
uncounted devotees. 
 
A) on/since  B) by/before C) about/from             
D) with/when  E) at/within 
 

73- The works of the Dutch painter Hieronymus Bosch 
are full ........ fantastic figures, mostly expressions 
of the medieval belief ...... witchcraft and demons. 

 
A) with/about B) in/with C) out/on                  
D) of/in E) from/into 
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74- Lucy's parents were worried when she decided to stay at 
her friend's ....... the weekend because that was the first 
time she had been ........  from home on her own. 

 
A) over/away  B) for/along C) in/unlike                 
D) since/out  E) during/without 
 
 

75- It's difficult to ........ exactly how much money we'll 
need there, so let's take a little more than we think we'll 
need. 

 
A).cut down B) set up   
C) work out D) call off  
E) put on 
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